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Editorial
We welcome new subscribers and this time a hearty welcome to Mr R in
the Isle of Wight! For the editor this issue of Reformation Today completes
31 years. From the beginning it was my aim to major on Bible exposition
which feeds the soul and biography which warms the heart. Often topical
subjects take preference. At any rate in this issue we major on Bible
exposition and biography.

Isaiah

With regard to the exposition on Isaiah it is worth pondering the amazing
fact that this prophet, so important in the Bible, described the coming
Messiah in the most detail: his incarnation, his life of perfect obedience, his
sufferings, death and burial. 'He was assigned a grave with the wicked, and
with the rich in his death' (53:9). Then Isaiah foresaw a kingdom that
would expand to the point of world dominion ... 'the earth will be full of the
knowledge of the LORD as the waters cover the sea' (11:9). All this was
revealed to the prophet in a time when Judah would increasingly struggle
to survive at all. Only a stump would be left. Yet out of that stump of Jesse
the salvation of the world-wide Church would come. Many have struggled
to understand how Isaiah could know so much about the future . His extraordinary call in the temple and his relationship to the King revealed there,
is a commentary in its.e lf and is reflected in the character of his entire
ministry.

John Rippon - a foremost leader

Sharon James' biography of John Rippon shows him to be a foremost
leader in the history of the Particular Baptists. Basic to all his work was the
local church. He lived in a time of church growth and this was reflected in
his own church. Rippon was a powerful influence for unity among the
Particular Baptists. He resolutely opposed publishing unprofitable
contentious material. Rippon exercised unusual creativity and imagination
in editing and providing a hymn book for the Baptists which proved to be
a unifying factor. He was a source of encouragement for the approximately
14,000 slaves in London.

Rippon was a prolific worker. He gathered and shared relevant information
for the churches. What would he think of our 21st-century WWW
facilities? His example provokes us to think hard about how we can do
more to increase international inter-church unity and co-operation. We
have made a beginning with the International Fellowship of Reformed
Baptists. For that to work there must be more trust and more shared
information on a regul<I{ basis.

A Public Affirmation of the Christian Faith

When viewed from a Calvinistic perspective, the Afrikaans people of
South Africa have a fascinating history of about 350 years. At their best
they were blessed with revivals which resulted in outstanding missionary
enterprise. At worst their politicians devised apartheid. But there were
pastors who opposed that system vigorously. During the last 25 years the
predominant section of the Dutch Refomted Church (NG Kerk) has flowed
mostly into three streams. One is ecumenical, liberal and liturgical. One is
charismatic. The third is evangelical but with a low profile for doctrine.
Ironically reformed leadership in South Africa today is inspired mostly by
Baptists.
A separate grouping in the Afrikaans world has held firmly to the reformed
faith even though there have been some hyper-Calvinistic tendencies. This
denomination is called 'Gereformeerde Kerk'. The leadership for this
grouping today is found mostly in Potchefstroom where ministers are
prepared for their calling. Professors of theology in Potchefstroom have
produced an affirmation of faith which was published in the main South
African Afrikaans newspaper (Die Beeld) in October. This affirmation has
been translated into English and is included in this issue. It may prompt
similar affirmations in other nations. A declaration of faith is a means of
teaching. Too many today have a TV caricature notion of ministers and
churches. They have little idea of what Christians really believe. This can
be partly corrected by teaching materiab: published in secular newspapers.
·Of course every declaration of faith will have shortcomings but the same
can be said of sermons.
If you are critical why not improve on the affirmation? Why not seek the

co-operation of your local Christian forum and attempt to have it published
in your secular newspaper?
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The Call of Isaiah and his Appalling Commission
Erroll Hulse

The Scriptures give detailed attention to the calling of foremost leaders. In
this way we see how they were prepared for exceptionally difficult work.
We will view Isaiah's extraordinary call and then investigate the significance of the perplexing commission given to him.
1. Isaiah's pivotal role in the Bible

Isaiah is pivotal historically. He is quoted sixty times in the New
Testament, more than any other prophet. His long ministry began during
the reign of Uzziah and continued on through the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz
and Hezekiah.
Isaiah was the foremost spiritual leader of his times. This is clear from the
four historical chapters (36-39). He guided the king and the people through
a time of acute national crisis when Sennacherib the Assyrian and his
mighty army besieged Jerusalem.
The writings of Isaiah are foundational with regard to the Messiah. Four
'Servant passages' anticipate the Messiah in his ministry, sufferings and
victory (42:1-9; 49:1-13; 50:4-11 ; 52:13-53:12). Then four sections
describe the Messiah as the anointed conqueror (59:21; 61:1-3 ; 61: 10-62:7;
63: 1-6).
2. Isaiah's unique call - a commentary

Isaiah saw the throne of God (6:1-4)

Isaiah saw the Lord seated on a throne, high and exalted. Surrounding the
throne were seraphs who in antiphonal worship extolled the holiness of the
King. This was not a dream. It took place in the temple which was filled
with smoke. Even though the building was massive the pillars and
thresholds shook with the reverberation of the angelic song. Central to all
was the King, the train of whose robe filled the temple.
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We know from John's Gospel (12:41) that Isaiah actually saw the Lord.
The seraphs, each of whom had six wings, shielded their face and eyes
from the shining glory of the Lord. They called to one another:
Holy, holy, holy is the LORD Almighty:
the whole earth is full of his glory.

To be holy means to be separate or apart. It has to do with perfect purity.
The holiness of God was the principal message being sounded out in the
worship of the seraphs. The triple use of the word 'holy' here stresses the
absolute holiness of God. He is originally holy, perfectly so and eternally
so. Holiness has rightly been called the crowning attribute of God. Every
divine attribute is essentially perfect in holiness. All his attributes are holy.
His love is holy as is his wrath. His justice is holy as is his mercy. Holiness
is the very excellency of the divine nature, 'Who is like you - majestic in
holiness ... ?' (Exod 15: 11). God is light and in him is no darkness at all (1
John 1:5). Holiness is beautiful. We are to worship God in the beauty of
holiness. There is nothing in the universe so beautiful as our triune God in
his awesome, holy attributes. The King of kings and Lord of lords lives in
unapproachable light (1Tim6:16). In his subsequent ministry Isaiah often
(26 times) uses the title The Holy One of Israel. God 's judgments on
sinners demonstrate that he will never compromise his holy character. The
reality of God's holiness is seen supremely in the cross of Christ. The
principal explanation is the fact that it was the will of the Father to give up
his Son to die in that shocking way. In the agony of the cross the Son cried
out, 'Yet you are enthroned as the Holy One' (Ps 22:3).
The whole earth is full of his glory. No one could create so great a cosmos
and no one could sustain it, except this holy God. Hence the seraphs cry out,
'The whole earth is full of his glory!' The world and the universe exist for
the glory of God. All the creation is made to reflect the majesty and glory of
him who sits on the throne. Isaiah's writing often reflects the glory of God
in creation. He challenges the worthlessness and futility of idols compared
with the Creator who created and controls the starry hosts (40:26).

The effect of seeing the Lord and seeing and hearing the seraphs worship is
to humble and prostrate Isaiah.
Isaiah 's response (6:5)

This sudden revelation of the divine glory fills Isaiah with a desperate
feeling of sinfulness and uncleanness. As never before, the prophet felt an
4

awful sense of iniquity concentrated in one area of his consciousness - his
lips: they were unclean. The prophet gives two reasons why he feels
himself ruined, undone and disqualified. The first relates to his lips; 'I am
a man of unclean lips! The second is the fact that he has seen the King; 'My
eyes have seen the King, the LORD Al~ghty!' Isaiah's sense of unworthiness is exacerbated by the awesome contrast between himself and the
purity and glory of the Lord. Hence his cry, 'I am ruined!'
Jam es says, 'The tongue also is a fire, a world of evil among the parts of the
body. It corrupts the whole person, sets the whole course of his life on fire,
and is itself set on fire by hell' (James 3:6), and 'If anyone is never at fault
in what he says, he is a perfect man, able to keep his whole body in check'
(3 :2).
Isaiah's cleansing (6:6)
How could Isaiah, unsuited by his sinful lips, ever be the means of ministry
to an unclean, sinful people? A remedy was to hand. One of the seraphs
was commissioned to take a live coal from the altar and touch Isaiah's lips
with it. The message from the King by the seraph was, 'Your guilt is taken
away and your sin is atoned for.' The word atoned here is the Hebrew word
kaphar which means to cover. It is the word which lies at the heart of the
sacrificial system and conveys the message that sin is propitiated for and
perfect cleansing (justification) is provided. Justification needs to be a
reality in the life of a preacher if he is to have authority in preaching to
others.
Now for the first time the Lord speaks. 'Whom shall I send? And who will
go for us? ' The seraphs and the heavenly host could be included in the
question, Who will go for us? (1Kings22:19,22). But it is more likely that
this way of speaking is in conformity with the fact that the Lord (Adonai)
speaks in a plurality of persons (Gen 1:26; 11 :7), that is, Trinity.
Isaiah offered himself for service, "Here am I; send me!" Many sermons
have been preached on Isaiah 6: 1-8 but very few on what follows.

3. Isaiah's appalling commission (6:9-13)
The commission given to Isaiah is the strangest mandate ever given to a
prophet. It is appalling because it implies shocking human depravity and
rebellion. These words were dreadful for Isaiah. In dismay he cries out,
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'For how long, 0 Lord?' In his appeal and anguish there is longing for
mercy upon Judah. Zechariah is similar; 'LORD Almighty, how long will
you withhold mercy from Jerusalem and from the towns of Judah?' (Zech
1:12).
The Lord said, Go and tell this people:
Be ever hearing, but never understanding;
be ever seeing, but never perceiving,
Make the heart of this people calloused;
make their ears dull and close their eyes.
Otherwise they might see wdh their eyes,
understand with their hearts, and turn and be healed.

The faculties referred to are the external faculties of seeing and hearing and
the inner faculties of understanding/discerning and perceiving/knowing.
Alec Motyer points out that verse ten arranges the faculties into a rounded
structure of heart, ears, eyes, ears and heart 'thus emphasising a total
inability to comprehend'.
Predictive and judicial principles lie at the foundation of thi s commission.
The predictive principle

Isaiah would have loved to hear the kind of assurance and promise that was
given by the same Lord to the apostle Paul when he was facing difficult and
dangerous times in the city of Corinth, 'I have many people in this city.' In
contrast to that there is predicted for Isaiah times of stubborn rejection.
What is the answer to his question, 'How long?'
The word until is used three times The first has to do with devastation - until the cities lie ruined
The second with desertion - until the houses are deserted
The third with exile - until the LORD has sent everyone away.
Isaiah later discovered that this would not happen through the Assyrian
invasion which swept away the northern kingdom forever. It was to occur
in the future. In the event it took place 153 years later (Jer 52, 2 Kings
24,25).
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This judgment would be extremely severe:

And though a tenth remains in the land, it will again be laid waste (NIV).
Expressively the NLB translates, Even if only a tenth - a remnant survive, it will be invaded again and burned.
Jeremiah in Jerusalem during its final collapse, and Ezekiel with the exiled
community by the river Chebar, described the fulfilment of this prophecy.
'How deserted lies the city, once so full of people' (Lam 1:1), 'You have
made us the scum and refuse among the nations ' (Lam 3:45). Ezekiel
depicted the desolation of Judah by cutting off his hair and dividing it into
three parts, a third for the sword, a third for fire and a third blown away by
the wind. 'But take a few strands of hair and tuck them away in the folds of
your garment' (Ezek 5:3). The nation could hardly be brought lower and
still be called a nation.

The judicial principle
Chapter one of Isaiah is an example of his powerful preaching. Chapter five
is another example and these need to precede the commission in chapter six
in order to understand the extent of the rejection experienced by the
prophet. His message was despised. He faced the quandary which every
preacher faces when his message is resisted. The only way is to repeat that
message, if possible more clearly and cogently than before. But to do this
exposes the hearers to the risk of rejecting the truth yet again. The heart
already hardened will be made harder still! This process can go on until the
point is reached when the heart is calloused beyond recovery. Outwardly
by observing attitudes and negative responses we discern that the cause of
truth is failing. However we cannot trace the invisible processes going on
in human hearts. We are constrained therefore to persevere always with the
hope of a positive rather than a negative response.
In this saga human responsibility and divine sovereignty are always at
work. John Calvin says that the hardening influence 'does not arise out of
the nature of the Word of God but must be ascribed exclusively to the
depravity of man'. When the Lord says, 'I will harden Pharaoh's heart' (Ex
4:21) he had only to leave Pharaoh to his own wicked devices. When the
Lord urges, 'Do not harden your hearts as you did at Meribah' (Ps 95:8),
this refers directly to our responsibility to listen, believe and obey. Election
and reprobation lie at the bottom of Isaiah's commission. The Lord
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withheld his grace from the majority. 'God has mercy on whom he wants
to have mercy, and he hardens whom he wants to harden' (Rom 9: 18).
The writers of Scripture see divine sovereignty and human responsibility
as compatible and write as if there is no problem or tension. There are
many examples (Gen 50:19,20, Matt 11 :25-30, John 6:37). This tension is
always present in Scripture but no attempt is ever made to square what to
us often seems antithetical. When there is insistence on the basis of logic to
square divine sovereignty with human responsibility this usually ends
either in hyper-Calvinism or Arminianism.
God uses irony when he commands Isaiah, 'Make the heart of this people
calloused. Make their ears dull and close their eyes.' Isaiah would have
loved to hear such words as, 'Make this people responsive and repentant.'
A successful ministry is always desirable. For Isaiah and indeed for those
who followed him right up to the time of the exile, the prophetic ministry
was bleak and depressing. The sovereignty of God is seen in the fact that
he chose to leave unbelieving Judah in idolatry and sin. The message
intended for their good increased their guilt and consequent judgment.
When a people rejects the message of repentance and salvation their hearts
are hardened. If the message is preached even more clearly and they
continue to reject it their hearts are calloused. Repeated rejection leads to
hating the truth. This process is illustrated in the case of Stephen's
persecutors. Stephen preached with a power and clarity that could not be
resisted. To the rejecting Jews he said, 'You are just like your fathers. You
always resist the Holy Spirit - and now you have betrayed and murdered
him!' (Acts 7:51). At this they were furious and covered their ears and
yelling at the top of their voices, they all rushed at him, dragged him out of
the city and began to stone him (Acts 7:54-60). Agreeing with this crime
was Saul of Tarsus. We know how wonderfully sovereign grace came to
him which underlines a previous comment that we cannot trace the
convictions of the human heart. And we certainly cannot anticipate the
activity of free grace.
The rejection of Isaiah's message led to calloused hearts which in tum led
to the Lord giving them over to a reprobate mind. Their principal sin
underlying every other sin was unfaithfulness to the covenant. Ungodliness
(idolatry) leads to all unrighteousness (Rom 1: 18). Ezekiel does not spare
us in his description of Judah as an unfaithful wife who becomes a
shameless prostitute (Ezek 18 and 23). Ezekiel complained of notorious
sin, murder and idolatry. 'You have become guilty because of all the blood
8

you have shed and have become defiled by the idols you have made' (Ezek
22:4) . Isaiah's indignation about idolatry is clear (Isa 2:8; 41:21-29; 44:920; 45: 16). Later Jeremiah spoke with the same contempt of their idols (Jer
10:1-16).

4. Isaiah's appalling commission and the New Testament
The words oflsaiah 6:9, 10 are quoted in full in three crucial places in the
New Testament.
l. The use of parables Matthew 13:13-17 (Mark 4:12, Luke 9:10)
Firstly our Lord uses the words given to Isaiah in explaining why he used
parables. These parables which seem mostly to be straightforward to us
were used to search out the hearts of our Lord's hearers. If they were
deceitful in their hearts they would make no progress.

Though seeing, they do not see;
though hearing, they do not hear or understand.
If they were sincere, and his disciples were sincere, they would understand
and more and more light would be given to them. 'But blessed are your
eyes because they see' ( Matt 13: 16). The paramount lesson is that we must
listen with sincere hearts, embrace the truth and not resist it, lest we be
given up to our unbelief and be hardened.
2. The Jews reject Jesus - John 12:37-41
When Jesus concluded his three year ministry he made his final journey to
Jerusalem. At this crucial turning point John explains that even after all his
miraculous signs and sublime teaching ministry, the bulk of the people did
not believe. John quotes Isaiah 53: 1:

Who has believed our message and to whom has the arm of the
Lord been revealed?
He continues, 'For this reason they could not believe, because as Isaiah
says elsewhere,

He has blinded their eyes and deadened their hearts, so they can
neither see with their eyes, nor understand with their hearts, and
turn - and I would heal them (John 12:38-40).
9

There is a parallel with the ministry of Isaiah. As the bulk of the nation
rejected the ministry oflsaiah so during his earthly ministry the majority of
the leaders and most of the people rejected Jesus. The consequence: 'Your
house is left to you desolate' (Matt 23:38) and as for Jerusalem, 'Not one
stone will be left on another ' (Matt 24:2).

3. God 's salvation is sent to the Gentiles -Acts 28:25
The book of Acts concludes with a citation of Isaiah 6:9, 10, when Paul
declares, 'The Holy Spirit spoke the truth when he said through Isaiah the
prophet,
Go to this people and say, You will be ever hearing but never understanding; you will be ever seeing but never perceiving. For this
people's heart has become calloused; they hardly hear with their
ears, and they have closed their eyes, Otherwise they might see with
their eyes, hear with their ears, understand with their hearts and
turn, and I would heal them.
Paul concludes, 'Therefore I want you to know that God's salvation has
been sent to the Gentiles and they will listen. ' In this way Luke concludes
his history of the apostolic period. We are now living in the times of the
Gentiles. We look forward to the spiritual restoration of the Jews and great
enlargements of Christ's kingdom thereafter (Rom 11).
In his letter to the Thessalonians Paul declares, 'The Jews, who killed the
Lord Jesus and the prophets and also drove us out. They displease God and
are hostile to all men in their effort to keep us from speaking to the Gentiles
so that they may be saved. In this way they always heap up their sins to the
limit. The wrath of God has come upon them at last' (1 Thess 2: 15,16).

In his letter to the Corinthians, Paul refers to those who hear the message,
embrace it and are now in a state of being saved while at the same time
there are those who reject the message and are in a state of lostness. They
are perishing. 'To the one we are the smell of death; to the other, the
fragrance of life. And who is equal to such a task?' (2 Cor 2:14-16) . The
gospel is the means of life to some and the cause of spiritual death to
others. To every hearer without exception it is the one or the other. 'This is
the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved
darkness rather than light' (John 3: 19). 'Ifl had not come and spoken unto

them they had not had sin' (John 15:22). When a person clearly hears the
gospel and rejects it, will it not be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah
in the day of judgment than for him?

Application
1. The decline of Judah can be compared to spiritual downgrades in the
history of the Church, such as the downgrade controversy of 1887-1892
which spiral continued for another seventy years. In such times pastors
labour strenuously for very little visible fruit. At the same time they have
to work hard to sustain the faith of those who become discouraged. There
is a temptation to think that preaching is in vain.

2. The vision of the glory of the Lord was designed to sustain and inspire
Isaiah every day to the end of his life. We are given a commission to
disciple the nations. Many of these nations are ripe for spiritual harvest and
are not at all like the barren ground to which Isaiah was sent. The bulk of
the people rejected the message of Isaiah. That is not the case with Gentile
peoples of the world. There are often bumper harvests but these bring the
great responsibility to provide expository materials so that the believers
can be built up and take the message of salvation further.
3. Inspired by the Holy Spirit, Isaiah describes the Messiah's world-wide
conquest. In a time when pagan darkness covered the whole known world
and when Judah faced near extinction (6: 12), it is amazing that he could
portray a picture of global faith (2:1-4, 11:1-10, 49:6) In our day the gospel
has spread throughout the world and has permeated huge nations like
China, Brazil and the USA and pervasively spread in many smaller
countries like Zambia. Yet many Christians are pessimistic. They interpret
Isaiah's descriptions of victory as poetry. The Messiah was flogged,
mocked and spat upon (50:6). That is literal. His suffering is literal but his
reward poetry? What would Isaiah make of that?
4. In the great commission, Jesus promises that he will be with us every
day to the end of the world. Whether rejected by others or accepted,
whether encouraged or discouraged, we know that he is with us always.
The above material is the substance of a sermon preached at Bellevue
Reformed Baptist Church, Edinburgh, November 19th, 2000.
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Haiti
A report from Pastor Noble D Vater,
serving with ARBCA in Puerto Rico
About 50 pastors and leaders gathered on
3-4 November, 2000 in Terrier Rouge
Baptist Church, Northwest Haiti. The
number was less than last year due to
heavy rain and flooding the day before
following 8 months of drought. We praise
the Lord for safe travel despite
horrendous roads and that no rain
interfered with the meetings themselves.
The participants evidenced enthusiasm
and desire for a continuation of this
ministry.
I gave 3 hours of instruction on 'The
Sovereignty of God', usi ng much
Scripture which they looked up and read.
The final hour I dealt with God's
sovereignty in salvation. After that there
was a question and answer time and the
usual objections were made by those who
have only heard caricatures of this
teaching. The Lord gave much grace in
dealing with the questions and many were
strengthened. It became evident that most
were in agreement with the teaching and
some have been teaching the Confession
of Faith in their churches.
Pastor Francisco Guzman taught on the
Church, defining and describing it
12
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biblically, showing something of its
nature, and the need for conducting
ourselves in God' s house as he has
ordained, the need for a defined
membership, and other practical points.
The men listened intently and responded
well to his teaching style.
On the Lord 's Day, I preached on
Matthew 11:28-30 at the First Baptist
Church in Terrier Rouge, where an
estimated 700 people were present. Pastor
Guzman preached to 900 at another
Baptist church about 8 kilometres away.
There is much that is encouraging in the
churches in Haiti.

Transkei, South Africa
Pastor Sikhono Hashe completed his
training at Toronto Baptist Seminary in
his mature years, and returned to work as
a pastor 6 years ago in Transkei (PO Box
202, Butterworth, 4960 South Africa). He
was not well received initially because of
his reformed views but 3 pastors in Natal
stood by him, seeing the need of sound
biblical, evangelical teaching. They
regularly invited Sikhono to preach
both in their churches and at conferences.
Two of the pastors from Pietermaritzburg
recently travelled to Butterworth to
join
Sikhono
in
his
church

Sikhono and Norma Hashe

conference, 'Moving on with Christ' .
This was most encouraging, and God's
sovereignty in salvation was clearly
expounded.
At an age when others might be thinking
of retirement, Sikhono is looking to
expand the literature work. He has
translated the 1689 Confession of
Faith into his native Xhosa and has
ambitions to produce gospel literature
in both Xhosa and Zulu, but needs
financial help to do so. No reformed
literature is available in Xhosa or other
local dialects.

Brazil
Richard Denham writes:

More than 40 years ago while we were
serving as pioneer missionaries in
Amazonas, Brazil, the early issues of the
Banner of Truth providentially reached us
and were used of God to open our eyes to
reformed truth. Since that time it has been
our consuming prayer to share God's
sovereign grace with the Portuguesespeaking world .... It is our joy to report
what God has wrought:
Some 120 titles in the Portuguese
language have already been published and
as funds are available others will be
added.

Richard and Pearl Denham

The quarterly magazine, Fe para Hoje
(Faith for Today) is now going out to
more than 14,000 Portuguese-speaking
readers in five continents. A seminary
student has just written: 'Faith for
Today is returning us to the old doctrines
of grace. It is a voice crying in the
desert!
a glorious instrument of
edification and help to understand biblical
doctrines.'

FIEL Conferences have been held yearly
for 16 years in Brazil. Rev Iain Murray
and Dr Wayne Mack spoke to 647 adults
at this year's conference. More than
$35,000 worth of books and tapes were
sold at discounted prices. This year our
first FIEL Conference was held in
Mozambique with 85 attending. Next
year conferences are scheduled for
Portugal, Brazil and Mozambique. The
Lord willing, Angola will be next.
The project known as, Adopt a
is a
Portuguese-Speaking Pastor,
sponsorship scheme providing more than
250 pastors with a book a month and
enabling them to attend the yearly
conferences. We hope to increase the
number by another 150.
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Georgi Viazovski and Alex Starchento. Alex has worked for Grace to Russia
publishers since 1995

Belarus
The Russian-speaking world is enormous,
covering eleven time zones, twelve if we
count Alaska where many Russians have
settled. There are many reports of
successful church planting over this huge
area which previously was the Soviet
Union (280 million) but now consists of
15 republics, Russia being the largest with
about 153 million followed by Ukraine
with 53 million. Belarus with 11 million
is a smaller republic. It is said that the
Registered Baptists of Ukraine alone have
been planting churches at the rate of 100
per annum. Growing new churches in
Siberia were described in RT 165.
In the Russian-speaking world there is
widespread ignorance about Church
His tory, the Reformation and English
Puritans. There is suspicion even of
Spurgeon. For instance one pastor warned
agai nst reading Spurgeon 's sermons on
sovereignty.
Against this background it is heartening
to have news of a reformed conference in
October by Georgi Viazovski in cooperation with Evangelical Press of the
UK. This was a three-day residential
conference in Belarus at a motel outside
14

Minsk. About 120 attended which number
included about twenty pastors. Stuart
Olyott and Gareth Crossley were the
visiting preachers. Each spoke three
times, Stuart Olyott on Romans and
Gareth Crossley on 'Christ in the Old
Testament'. An extended time of
questions and answers followed.
The theological renewal of the past 40
year s in the English-speaking world,
spearheaded with Reformed and Puritan
books, is evidently beginning in Russia. It
is impossible to mention all who are
involved in publishing in Russian, but a
few examples are: The Roundwood Trust
(about 25 books); Valeri Gregorik ofEP14 titles; Andre Valtsev, Reformed
Baptist in St Petersburg - 14 titles; Georgi
Viazovski of Grace to Russia also
supplies literature; The Metropolitan
Tabernacle, London (Spurgeon's) have a
number of titles in Russian; and Roger
Weil' s Systematic Theology, also in
Ru sian, is available. One group is
considering for translation Who are the
Puritans ? by Erroll Hulse. Earlier this
year at the Christian Book Fair at St
Petersburg, first prize was awarded to the
publication in three vo lumes of Calvin 's
Institutes.

John Rippon (1751-1836)
Willing servant of all the churches
Sharon James

To date, the only substantial treatment of Rippon 's life and work is a
comprehensive doctoral thesis by Kenneth Manley, the major source for
this article. Unless otherwise acknowledged, all the information comes
from his thesis, and I am grateful to Dr Manley for permission to quote
from his work. Thanks are also expressed to Mrs Sue Mills of the Angus
Library, Regents Park College, Oxford, for help in locating sources. This
article is an abridgement of a chapter due to appear in the forthcoming
The British Particular Baptists vol 2, edited by Michael Haykin and
published by the Particular Baptist Press.

Over a span of two hundred and twenty-four years (1668-1892) four extraordinary men occupied the pastorate at New Park Street Chapel (previously
Carter Lane Baptist church, Southwark). Of the four (Keach, Gill, Rippon
and Spurgeon) Rippon is possibly the least remembered today. Yet his
contribution to Particular Baptist history was immense. The period of his
sixty-three year pastorate was the time of flowering for the denomination.
Humanly speaking he did more than anyone else to foster links between
Particular Baptists. He edited the Baptist Annual Register from 1790 to
1802 which kept a generation of Particular Baptists in touch with each other
and with other Christians nationally and internationally. Wide-spread
adoption of his Selection of Hymns meant that Particular Baptists were
introduced to many of the great hymns of the Revival period. Due to him,
for two generations the majority of English-speaking Particular Baptists
literally sang from the same hymnal. And it was Rippon who chaired the
inaugural meeting of the General Union of Particular Baptist churches in
1812. Spurgeon's assessment o~ his predecessor at New Park Street was
pithy: 'Beloved at home, respected abroad, and useful everywhere.' 1
The Carter Lane Pastorate

Rippon 's father and grandfather were both members of the Particular
Baptist church at Tiverton in Devon. John Rippon (born in 1751) was
brought up in an atmosphere of intense piety.2 Baptised at sixteen, two

years later he entered Bristol Academy. JLed by Hugh Evans and his son
Caleb the tutors modelled a warm piety and a robust Calvinism married to
evangelistic passion.
In 1773, aged just twenty-two, Rippon commenced his lifetime of ministry
at Carter Lane Baptist church, Southwark, London. Benjamin Keach had
ministered here from 1668-1704 and John Gill from 1719-1771. Rippon
would pastor the church from 1773-1836, and C. H. Spurgeon from 18541892. (Rebuilding of London Bridge between 1826 and 1831 necessitated
the demolition of the Carter Lane church. A new chapel was completed in
New Park Street in 1833.)
Following Gill's death in 1771 there was conflict about who should
succeed him. The church had 110 members (only sixteen more than in
1719). Thirty 'high' Calvinists left when Rippon was called. As they left
because of conscience, Rippon said they should be given £300 towards a
new meeting house - a typically generous gesture. From the start his youth,
vigour and enthusiasm contrasted vividly with Gill's extreme age. He
believed in preaching with a direct appeal to unbelievers for repentance;
his sermons were 'dramatic, direct, interesting, emotional and effective' .3
The congregation immediately began to increase. In the first year of
ministry sixty members were added. Between 1773 and 1838, 1,162 were
added to the church, 1,000 of these by conversion and baptism (Rippon
himself baptised more than 900). The Carter Lane church was the leading
Particular Baptist church in the capital, and Rippon used it as a base for a
whole range of Baptist activities.
The Baptist Board was an opportunity for the London Particular Baptist
ministers to meet, discuss, dine, and smoke tobacco together. It nominated
representatives to the General Committee of the General Body of the Three
Denominations (Presbyterians , Congregationalists, Baptists). Rippon
became the undisputed leader of the London Baptist ministers, and did
more than any of them for the General Body of the Three Denominations.
He sometimes read the Address to the Monarch, which was one of the
privileges cherished by this organisation. They agitated to defeat Lord
Sidmouth's infamous attempt to licence preachers in 18 11 ; they raised
support for persecuted French Protestants; they worked towards the Repeal
of the Test and Corporation Act in 1828.
By the nineteenth century the ' begging' trips undertaken by dissenting
ministers to raise funds for church buildings were getting out of control.
The Baptist Case Committee was set up to bring order to the chaos. Rippon
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was heavily involved. He published lists of approved cases in the Register,
and acted as spokesman for some churches. When the Baptist Society for
the encouragement and support of itinerant preaching was formed (later
the Home Mission Society) Rippon was on the Committee, and promoted
this cause in the Register. He himself undertook a preaching tour in North
Devon and Somerset. 'The widespread adoption of village evangelism
owed as much to the advocacy and example of Rippon as to any other
contemporary Baptist. '4
Other bodies in which he was involved included the Widows ' Fund, the
Society for the Relief of Aged and Infirm Protestant Dissenting Ministers,
and the Book Society which made thousands of good books available to the
poor. Rippon had a great concern for Africans. In 1772 it was estimated
that there were 14,000 slaves in London, many having escaped their
owners. He addressed meetings for them and was a member of the Poor
African Society. In 1807 he held a special service at Carter Lane to
commemorate the Abolition of the Slave Trade, which was attended by
four or five hundred Africans.
On an informal level Rippon was ceaselessly called upon by ministers and
churches to give advice. He received numerous requests for all manner of
help, effectively functioning as a de facto Particular Baptist bishop. Rippon
continued in ministry until his death at the age of eighty-five in 1836. His
wife Sarah was twelve years older than him and had died in 1831 aged 92.
Numbers plummeted in the latter part of his ministry, and the deacons
found him increasingly difficult to work with. Spurgeon commented that
he ruled 'with dignity and discretion' but he maybe 'ruled too much' .s For
example when he wanted to build almshouses for the elderly poor the
deacons prevaricated. 'The expense will be enormous, was the unceasing
croak of the prudent officers,'6 wrote Spurgeon. Rippon raised funds
himself, and wrote into the constitution of the almshouses that they should
be run by the pastor, with no deacon interfering! Such determination
worked when he was in his prime, but 'he retained the will to govern after
the capacity had gone'7 and the situation became intolerable.
Manley points out: 'The strengths and weaknesses of Baptist church life
are revealed by Rippon's long pastorate ... at first the dominance of the
pastor's personality helped the church grow and adapt to the challenges of
a new age. But the neglect of active church government by the congregation and the dominance of a stubborn old man brought the church to the
brink of disaster.' s

And yet it speaks volumes for the warmth and power of Rippon's character
that the church basically supported him as pastor until the end. His salary
was a comfortable £300 per annum, with the bonus of a dozen bottles of
wine each January (sherry and brandy in 1825 and 1826).9 His own breadth
of vision and generous spirit are reflected in the way that the church
willingly supported a huge range of denominational, inter-denominational,
mission and benevolent causes throughout his pastorate. Spiritual renewal
had Jed to a willingness to join hands with other true believers in order to
spread the gospel and relieve the needy.

The Selection of Hymns
In 1787 Rippon produced a Selection of Hymns, and it was an instant
success. It soon became the standard Baptist hymn book, reassuringly
familiar to those travelling from one church to another, and popular on both
sides of the Atlantic. The enlarged edition of 1800 was the tenth re-print,
and the newly enlarged edition of 1828 the 27th. In 1844 the comprehensive edition with 1,170 hymns was published. Equally popular was the
accompanying Tune Book produced by Rippon in 1791, and his
arrangement of Watts' Hymns and Psalms published in 1801.
The theological impact of Rippon's hymnal was positive. He was faithful
to the theological heritage expressed in the 1689 Confession. There were
plenty of hymns on the doctrines of election and perseverance, as well as
those with mission, evangelism, and a longing for revival as their theme.
There was a balance of hymns on the main themes of Scripture. Some
hymns were suitable for fu nerals, baptisms, communion services and
ordinations of pastors and deacons. There were opening hymns of praise,
hymns suitable for before and after the sem10n, and doxologies. Rippon
examined more than ninety volumes in order to make bis selection. He
enjoyed placing Churchmen and Dissenters, Calvinists and Arminians side
by side, commenting that they would praise side by side in heaven as well!
He did not just collect - he revised. Manley comments: 'Perhaps Rippon's
chief merit as an editor was the skill of these extensive revisions.' JO (Those
who object to changing 'original' hymns should realise that i-n many cases
they have already been revised). Rippon revised hymns in the following
ways:

*
*

he smoothed out doctrinal error
he excluded harsh polemics

eg. one of Toplady's more virulent verses:
In vain do blind Arminians try
By works themselves to justify:
Thy righteousness, 0 God, exceeds,
Men's duties and their brightest deeds.
*he dropped verses when the poetry was sheer doggerel eg. Toplady's:
Grafted in thee, by Grace alone,
In growth I daily rise,
And rais 'd on this Foundation Stone
My Top shall reach the skies. [Did Toplady intend this awful pun?!]

*

he added verses, to improve the flow, or so that the hymn concluded on
a note of praise
New verses appeared in at least twenty hymns. All Hail the Power of
Jesus' Name now concluded with Rippon's magnificent verses which
reflected his passion for global evangelism: Let every kindred, every
tribe and 0 that with yonder sacred throng.

*

he changed some hymns from the singular to the plural to make them
more appropriate for corporate worship

*

in several cases he altered the metre
For example in four cases he altered the 7.7.7.7. metre to either long or
short metre. He ensured that the whole book included a great variety of
metres, which greatly enhanced congregational singing.

Manley concludes that the influence of Rippon 's hymnal was fourfold. It
drew British and American Baptists together as they sang from the same
hymnal. It had a huge theological impact, maintaining Calvinist distinctives alongside warm evangelistic concern. It had a liturgical influence:
more ordered worship services were facilitated with the range of
appropriate hymns. It had a devotional influence: its place in so many
homes encouraged personal piety. Until Spurgeon produced Our Own
Hymn Book (1866) the popularity of Rippon's Selection ensured that his
name was 'a household word ' to Baptists on both sides of the Atlantic.

The Baptist Annual Register

In 1790 Rippon launched the first Baptist Annual Register. In the preface
he described his aims: 'Having had a wish therefore to gratify the Brethren
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at home and abroad; and hoping under Divine blessing to be the instrument
of bringing many of the churches so far acquainted, that they may have the
opportunity of relieving one another's wants, of praying for each other
when the ways of Sion mourn, and of praising God in the enjoyment of
prosperous circumstances - I determined in the year 1790, God willing, to
print a periodical work, which should be entitled the Baptist Annual
Register.' 11
His vision was broad geographically and generous doctrinally. There was
to be news from abroad, and news of other evangelical denominations. He
would provide engravings of leading ministers; histories of the Baptist
Associations, lists of Particular Baptist churches in England and Wales,
annual Association letters, extracts from Irish and American Association
letters, extracts from personal correspondence, lists of books and
pamphlets published by Baptists (but excluding 'angry disputations'),
obituaries, historical sketches of significant Baptist churches in Europe and
America, extracts from rare books and pamphlets and accounts of the
spread of the gospel among other denominations.
He was optimistic about prospects for Particular Baptists, hoping that after
his death the Register would assist historians writing of 'a people whose
sentiments it is expected will in the ages to come cover the whole earth .. . ' 12
He signed the preface to the first Register: 'I remain, in everlasting bonds,
the willing servant of all the churches 'I3 - an apt description because
the amount of labour involved in production was prodigious . During
1790 Rippon often wrote 50 letters a week, many of them soliciting
information.
As Rippon prepared the first issue of the Register, he received three old
volumes of historic documents, and was so excited that he decided to begin
reprinting a number of them in place of a more detailed preface. These
documents included: The Introduction to the 1644 London Confession, the
first section of the 1689 Baptist Confession and the Narrative of the
General Assembly of 1689.
There was also material of contemporary interest: news of recent publications, reports about new churches, ordinations, obituaries, or inspiring
testimonies (eg. ' the young lady who died on the day of her wedding').
There was always plenty of overseas news. In 1794 Rippon attempted to
compile an international survey, with descriptions not only of
Baptists but of any who preach the gospel in areas as diverse as

Denmark, Sweden, Saxony, Africa, Asia, and America - perhaps the
first precursor of Operation World. He demonstrated that balance
between loyalty to Particular Baptist distinctives and a generous
attitude to all genuine Christians which characterised that period of
renewal.
Up-to-date lists of Particular Baptist churches were included in 1790,
1794, and 1798. Rippon had sent out questionnaires to as many churches as
he could. Questions included: 'Is your neighbourhood receptive to the
progress of the gospel?' 'What obstructs its progress? And can you suggest
any method for spreading it more effectively?' Even to receive such a
questionnaire may have inspired some churches to greater efforts in
evangelism! Using the answers, and personal visits, he included numerous
notes and anecdotes about the churches, including reports of activities such
as Sunday Schools and descriptions of the meeting place. Sometimes note
was made of the pastor's stipend, which in some cases of dire need was a
means of appealing for help. For example: 'Mr Shuttleworth is a minister
of a weak constitution, with a little income, and a wife and ten
children, many of them very small.' 14 Or, yet more poignantly, he
described his visit to one eighty-five year old pastor in terms sure to
elicit aid: 'How shall I describe the poverty of this miserable habitiation? It
had but one apartment, the floor was the sod, there was neither ceiling
nor chimney so that the smoke departed through a hole in the
shattered roof . . . the only provision in the house was the barley bread
and oatmeal, a few potatoes were deemed a luxury - the poor old man
was lying on a bed of straw and the only covering he had was a
miserable rug.' is Many comments were frank: 'The aged father Crabtree
is now getting feeble, and sometimes sits down once or twice in the
course of his sermon; but he preaches with as much zeal and animation as
ever.' 16
The eight years between 1790 and 1798 saw the number of Particular
Baptist churches in England increase from 311 to 361, and in Wales from
48 to 84. In 1798 there were now 445 Particular Baptist churches in
England and Wales. In some churches membership had increased threefold
in three years . Rippon estimated that in the previous five years more
meeting places had been enlarged, and in the last fifteen years more
meeting places had been built than had been either built or enlarged for the
previous thirty years. Moreover, within a short period about a hundred men
had been sent into the ministry. The period of the production of the Register
was arguably the most fruitful period in the history of the Particular

Baptists. In spreading the news of this advance Rippon was working to
promote further progress. This was his aim. He believed that isolation leads
to introspection and decline. In contrast: ' ... this news of advance must
have brought considerable encouragement to the churches. They could see
themselves as part of the whole denomination, and all the churches were
made aware of each other. Simply to list them altogether was a unifying
influence. Even the struggling churches could see they were not alone, and
often the ideas described in the activity of one church could be adapted in
another. Churches and ministers were able to communicate because names
of ministers were given.' 17
From 1790 to 1797 the Register appeared annually. By 1796 3,000 copies
were being printed. Between 1797 and 1800 two issues a year appeared,
and then one issue a year from 1797 to 1800. In 1801 Rippon attempted to
commence production of a monthly paper; he had found that circulation
was dropping due to competition from other evangelical and dissenting
papers. Ultimately he found that the demands of pastoral work were
incompatible with the demands of monthly production. The last issue of
the Baptist Register, number 41 , was issued in January 1803. Perhaps
Rippon felt that the Register had fulfilled its purpose: 'Baptists had been
made aware of each other, and Rippon had played an important role in one
of the most productive decades in the denomination 's history. His 01iginal
aims had been long since achieved.' 18

The General Union
The tremendous renewal in Particular Baptist life during this period
resulted in a new plethora of societies for mission, education, Sunday
School, Bible and tract distribution. There was an urgent need for some
formal means by which the churches and societies could communicate
with each other.19 In June 1811 Joseph Ivimey had published an article
entitled Union Essential to Prosperity. In 1812 the Baptist Magazine
announced that there would be a meeting at the Carter Lane church on
Thursday 25th June, where plans would be discu ssed for an annual
General Association of Particular Baptist Churches: at least sixty
ministers .attended. Rippon outlined the aims of the Association: prayer,
mission, support of the Academies, discussion and promotion of helpful
resources, and the promotion of endeavours such as village preaching and
Sunday Schools. Rippon chaired every annual meeting between 1812 and

1821 (except in 1815); he continued to support it right up until reorganisation in 1831-2. This early period was difficult. There was ongoing
controversy about open or closed communion. There was ongoing
suspicion of centralisation . In 1833, Rippon aged 82 was again in the chair
for the first meeting of the re-constituted Union in the New Park Street
buildings.

Rippon's Character
Rippon was warm, generous, and hard working, a man of strong
enthusiasms. A passionate supporter of American independence, he loved
all things American, and corresponded with many leading Baptists on the
other side of the Atlantic. In 1792 the Baptist College of Providence,
Rhode Island awarded him a DD. A prolific correspondent, he had many
friends. Carey wrote: 'I love you, I always have loved you . . . and I feel I
shall love you through eternity.' 20 He sometimes tried their patience, as
when he published letters intended for personal consumption only! He
continually shot off lists of questions, and Carey once responded wryly that
it would take a lifetime to respond to his ' boundless desires'. He was
cheerfully brazen in asking for material for the Register, and was
sometimes rebuffed, as when Robert Hall of Cambridge declined his
request for a history of the church saying, crushingly, that he regarded such
things as a waste of time!
He was passionate about church history, although his enthusiasm to
procure historic items was not always matched by his care of them.
Upottery church records of 1813 include: 'The old church book belonging
to New House Baptist Cause, Upottery, is lost. Was lent to Rev. Mr Rippon,
DD, for the purpose of getting its history, and was consequently never
returned to the church again.'21 Another church complained that Rippon
had put their books in a barrel and exposed them to the damp; yet another
book was taken to pieces and put together in the wrong order.22 One of his
consuming interests was the history of the Bunhill Fields burial ground, the
resting place for a remarkable number of notable Dissenters. He planned to
write a biography of every significant person buried in this graveyard. For
two half-days a week for several summers he worked at copying all visible
inscriptions. One lady described her visit to Bunhill Fields: 'There we
found a worthy man, Mr. Rippon by name, who was laid down upon his
side between two graves, and writing out the epitaphs word for word.'23

Eventually he was forced to relinquish this task before it was complete. His
twelve manuscript volumes were used for genealogical research at the
College of Heralds, London.
This man of such huge energy and ability could be surprisingly fragile.
Early in his ministry, he confessed he often entered the pulpit with 'heavy
heart' and 'trembling has seized all my nerves' .24 Manley writes, 'He was
an emotional man , and overwork and sensitiveness often meant he was
easily offended. Confused church members and deacons wrote on various
occasions apologising for 'slights' they had unwittingly committed.'25
Sadly, Rippon 's tremendously productive life was overshadowed by the
senility of his later years. The preacher at his funeral said that 'his decease
took place amidst the decrepitude of years, the decay of nature and the
eclipse of intellect' . Yet he concluded: 'Truly a prince and a great man hath
fallen this day in Israel.' Rippon 's labours at Carter Lane, the production of
the Baptist Register, the Selection of Hymns, and his endeavours to
promote united gospel work amply demonstrate that he was indeed 'a
willing servant of all the churches' .
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A Public Affirmation
A statement prepared by Professors of Theology in Potchefstroom University,
South Africa.

Why this testimony?
Our calling and sense of responsibility
compel us to testify, to provide a
Christian perspective and to carry out a
message of hope. We feel a particular
need to testify on Reformation Day
2000, because the authority and authenticity of the Bible are being challenged,
the uniqueness of the salvation through
Jesus Christ is in dispute, the bodily
resurrection of Jesus Christ is being
queried, our Christian faith is at risk,
our society is afflicted by shocking
moral offences, and some believers are
becoming disheartened and increasingly confused.

norm for the Church, theology and
Christian life.
We reject .the idea that Scripture is an
unreliable document of faith or merely
a book which reflects people 's thoughts
and experiences about God. We reject
all abuse of the Bible to lend authority
to human prejudices and views. We
deem it important, under the guidance
of the Holy Spirit, to understand
Scripture properly, interpret and
explain it purely , apply it in a valid
manner, and demonstrate all this
faithfully and obediently in our daily
lives.

Uniqueness of Jesus Christ
What is the substance of our
testimony?
We deem it necessary to testify publicly
at this point in time on a number of key
dogmas of our Christian faith, and
relevant moral issues.

Holy Scripture
We testify that Holy Scripture is the
authoritative Word of God and
adequately explains the will of God and
the doctrine of salvation. Through the
Holy Spirit and in a reliable manner,
God has given us his Word in the
language of humans. We therefore
accept Scripture as the source of and

We testify that, according to Scripture,
Jesus Christ is the only Saviour, the
only way to the Father, the only
Mediator between God and the people,
and that no other name has been given
through which God wishes us to be
saved.
We reject the idea that there are many
roads to the true God and that each one
will be saved according to his or her
own faith .
We pray that the great commission to
the Church, namely to proclaim the
gospel to all the peoples of the world,
will always be carried out eagerly and
diligently. We do not pass judgement

on people who have never heard the
gospel of Jesus Christ but leave their
destiny in the hands of the Lord who
will judge each person fairly .

We grieve about every
blasphemy.

form

of

We pray that the Name of God will be
hallowed.

Resurrection of Jesus Christ

We testify that, according to Scripture,
Jesus Christ is the crucified and
resurrected Lord and Saviour; that this
same Jesus who had been crucified, was
indeed raised from the dead, was
delivered over to death for our si ns and
was resurrected for our justification.
We testify that the crucifixion, death
and resurrection of Jesus Christ actually
happened and constitute part of the
essence of the gospel. Our Christian
faith, the gospel, the church and the
Kingdom of God will have no meaning
without the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
We reject any public or covert reinterpretation of the bodily resurrection of
Jesus Christ in terms of which the
actual events are regarded as unreal or a
figment of the imagination. The resurrection of Christ is not the product or
outcome of the faith of the early church;
on the contrary, the Church is the
outcome of the proclamation of the
gospel of Christ's death and resurrection.
Respect for God

We believe that respect for, and
reverence and obedience to God and his
Word will have a positive influence on
the morality and lifestyle of society.
We firmly believe that respect and love
for God should precede respect for life,
people's
our
neighbour,
other
possessions and culture, and the
environment.
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Respect for life

We testify that all people have been
created in the image of God, that the life
of every person is precious in the eyes
of God, and that a drastic change should
occur in our society so that people will
have respect for the lives of others. We
testify that prenatal life is in fact life
given by God.
We reject abortion on demand. We
grieve about all the hate, violence,
murder, rape and all other rejections of
God ' s commandment which prohibits
any form of killing, and we are deeply
concerned about the dimensions of
these c1irnes. We expect the authorities
to do even more to protect the lives of
people and to punish crime.
We pray that people will love one
another. We ask that special attention
be given to the circumstances of the
poor and that their needs be addressed
so that they may live with dignity. We
request government and all society to
approach the Aids epidemic, especially
Aids sufferers, with profound empathy,
responsibility and insight.
Respect for fellow human beings

We testify against all acts through
which people do injustices to others,
prejudice their interests or display a
complete lack of respect for them; for
instance: abuse of power instead of

service; corruption instead of honesty;
bribery and fraud instead of integrity;
theft, gambling, greed and materialism
instead of honest toil and generosity.
We desire and wish to cooperate in a
great effort to combat unemployment
and poverty and fight the present
culture of violence.
Respect for marriage
We testify that marriage is an institution
of God and should be respected as such,
and that sexuality should have its
proper place within this relationship.
We disapprove of premarital and extramarital sex as being contrary to the will
of God. We believe that the Aids
epidemic can best be combated and
prevented by means of a highly moral
lifestyle in which sexuality is practised
within a marriage.
Respect for the environment
We advocate respect and appreciation
for the creation of God and for the
wonderful country in which we are
privileged to live and work. We testify
that all forms of environmental
pollution and unnecessary spoiling of
nature are contrary to God's purpose
with his world.

What is the goal of this testimony?

without pessimism and without
retreating from reality. We pray that
God will enable us to fulfil our calling
and responsibility.
Involvement
We believe that the children of God
have been called to be the salt of the
earth, the light of the world and the
leavening of society. We are deeply
conscious of the great task facing us all
in the rebuilding of South Africa. We
wish to share in the building of an
orderly, peaceful and just society with a
high moral system of values.
Attitude
We offer this testimony with full
acknowledgement of our restricted
human insight and with confession of
our shortcomings and failure to observe
the demands of God's law at all times.
This testimony was born out of our love
for the Church of God and for society
and our urge to care for them.
We trust that this testimony will
encourage and comfort fellow believers
and contribute to the coming of the
Kingdom of God.
We pray and believe that the Spirit of
God has led us to self-examination and
the presentation of this testimony in love,
to admonish believers in the spirit of
Jesus Christ and to encourage and
comfort them to hold on to genuine hope.

Christian hope
We testify that, despite the realities of a
broken world, Christians should
approach the future with genuine hope
and great expectations, without fear,

Signatories: BJ De Klerk, F Denkema,
A leR Du Plooy, Fika J Janse van
Rensburg, GJC Jordaan, PP Kriiger,
HF Van Rooy, JH Van Wyk,
CJH Venter, FP Viljoen, JM Vorster.

Inter-Church R.elationshi:ps
By Brian Shaughnessy who is a member of Albany Baptist Church, New York

The Baptist ecclesiastical doctrine is
founded on two pillars: independence
and interdependence. Unlike a Presbyterian form of church government, the
Baptist doctrine declares that each
local
church
is
independently
responsible for the raising up of elders
and deacons, formation of a church
constitution, administration of church
discipline, and all other realms of
biblically mandated church responsibility. The independence of each
church does not deny the existence of
other like-minded churches and the
benefit of communication between
them, thus the second pillar: interdependence.
The doctrine of the interdependence of
local churches is seen in paragraphs 14
and 15 of the 26th chapter of the 1689
Confession. The duties of each local
church to like-minded churches
encompassed in these two sections are
as follows: prayer, assistance in the
exercise of gifts and graces, and
consultation in regard to doctrine and
church government. There is one
element that is clearly stated as not
falling under the . doctrine of interchurch relationship: authority . This
element is intentionally absent to
distinguish the Baptist doctrine from
the Presbyterian form of church
government, which provides each
church bound to the larger church

order a degree of authority to exercise
jurisdiction in the form of correction
and discipline amongst other church
bodies.
This relationship between churches
was understood and emphasised well
before 1689, as is witnessed by the
arguably stronger language found in
the First London Baptist Confession of
1644, Article 47: 'Although the
particular Congregations be distinct
and several Bodies, every one a
compact and knit Citie in itselfe; yet
are they all to walk by one and the
same Rule, and by all means
convenient to have the counsel and
help of one another in all needful
affairs of the Church, as members of
one body in the common fai th under
Christ their only head.'
B R White, in his book entitled
Origins and Convictions of the First
Calvinistic
Baptists,
comments
regarding this portion of the 1644
confession, stating: 'They [the authors
of the 1644] no more believed that an
individual congregation should be free
to go its own way than that an
individual believer could be a serious
Christian without commitment to a
local, visible congregation.'
This element of the doctrine of church
interdependence is briefly stated in

these two confessions as it seeks to
outline what is biblically pennitted,
healthy, and beneficial to the local
church. But what exactly is the
proactive responsibility of one local
church to another oflike mind? Understanding that we do not hold to a
position of authority held by each
church (or its church leaders) over
another church, how do we understand
not only what the Bible permits
regarding inter-church communication
and fellowship, but also what the Bible
requires and encourages in regard to
inter-church communication?
The words of White quoted above are
helpful in understanding this possible
relationship, as he suggests the relationship of one like-minded church to
another to be similar to the relationship of one Christian bound to a local
church to another Christian. If this
analogy is a healthy analogy to
consider, although not necessarily a
perfect analogy in all its potential
implications, we can learn much by
reviewing not only the benefits and
propriety of communication amongst
believers, but also the responsibility
each believer has toward the health of
another believer.
The burden of responsibility of each
believer in relationship to other
believers includes, but is not limited
to: financial support (helping a brother
in need); prayer; fellowship in sorrow
and joy; rebuke; encouragement; and
general spiritual support. I suggest that
these elements of believer interrelationship are also elements of church

interrelationship, and are not simply
rights of beneficial value, but also a
proactive responsibility on the part of
each church.
This term 'proactive responsibility ' is
meant to convey the burden of a more
active role than· is often currently
practised. The 1689 as it relates to
these issues is arguably weak, as it
presents three issues of relationship in
a very passive light: prayer, assistance
in the exercise of gifts and graces, and
consultation in regard to doctrine and
church government. Other than prayer,
which may be offered and is
encouraged apart from any direct
request from the sister church
(however not always practised apart
from a direct request or presumed
regular communication), the elements
of assistance and consultation are
worded in such a way that a local
church will not have opportunity to
exercise these commands unless
approached by another church in
regard to them. There is no room for
action taken on the part of a local
church to seek out a needy church,
whether the need is spiritual or
financial in nature.
Considering the analogy of the interChristian life, we see that Christians
bear a much clearer proactive responsibility toward each other. The
Christian is given a charge in James
5: 19-20 to actively seek to tum an
erring Christian from his way - not
simply to wait until his brother comes
to him and asks for aid. As a Christian,
we bear a burden and responsibility of

love to seek to challenge our brother
and turn him from sin if we see him
partaking of it freely. This relationship
must be exercised in humility and
caution, for we would not want to risk
removing the speck from our brother's
eye while neglecting the beam in our
own; and further, we must exercise
that love with forbearance, not
straining at every gnat, but seeking the
edification and building up of the
saints in love. It is clear, however, that
the responsibility transcends a mere
passive position of simply being
'available for comment upon request'.
We are to actively know our brother
and challenge him if we see him err
from the truths we hold dear - the
truths as taught in the Bible.

This suggested relationship between
local churches is best seen in the
overall nature of the New Testament
epistles as well as examples in Acts,
such as that found in chapter 15, vs 2229. It occurred to me dming my
church's weekly prayer meeting, as I
listened while we read letters from
other churches, that there is a
significant difference in the nature of
the letters we write and receive from
other churches. If I were to characterise
any one letter received from another
church, it would be 'self-ecclesiastically' focused. The church letters we
receive speak primarily about what is
happening in that church: what recent
events have taken place; the current
growth and struggles the church is
experiencing; and specific areas of
prayer. These are all good and proper
to include in a church letter, but it is far

from the complete nature of the
inspired church letters we have to use
as models. Paul, Peter, James and John,
as they wrote to other churches, did so
primarily encouraging, rebuking,
commending, or correcting the church
they were writing to. Their emphasis
was not on what is happening where
they are, but rather the body of
believers they were writing to - the
recipients of the letter. This is seen too
in such early writings as Clement's
letter to the Corinthian church in the
early second century. He clearly writes
seeking to admonish them sternly for
not heeding the words that Paul had
previously addressed to them.
One may say, 'Well, that is unreasonable; we simply do not know what is
happening in other churches,' or 'How
can we know well enough to actively
exercise these things?' I offer in
response the simple fact that we live in
what has commonly been coined the
'information age', or 'communication
age', whereas Paul heard most of his
reports from other churches simply by
word of mouth - from which he
fashioned his letter.
The essence of this argument is to state
that even as Christians should seek to
strengthen and sharpen each other as
iron sharpens iron, so churches should
endeavour to foster communication
that is not self-centred, but also
proactively offers counsel and even
rebuke if there is just cause. We should
bear a greater responsibility in our
quest for greater unity in doctrine and
stronger churches of like mind.
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The Letter ofJames
Douglas Moo
(Pillar NT Commentary Series),
271pp, hardcover, IVP (Apollos)/
Eerdmans
The Letters of John
Colin Kruse
(Pillar NT Commentary Series),
255pp, hardcover, IVP (Apollos)/
Eerdmans
O'Brien's fine commentary on
Ephesians was reviewed in RT174.
Now two further valuable volumes
have been added to this promising
series. They continue the tradition
in being conservative in their
approach, and providing thorough
exegesis
without
too
much
technical material. Hence they are
useful both to the experienced
pastor and lay preacher alike.
Reading these works is an edifying
exercise in itself - not something
that can be said of all modern
commentaries!
Moo is excellent in guiding us
through the issues of trials and

temptations, riches and poverty and
faith and works in James. His
arguments are persuasive and
convincing. My only disappointment with this commentary is that it
ignores the view that the prayer for
healing in James 5 may be for a
believer who has fallen into sin
(against the church) and therefore
calls the elders for forgiveness and
restoration. That is a mmor
complaint!
Kruse provides much helpful
material on John's letters which can
be difficult for the preacher. There
are useful discussions of various
issues raised in the letters.

Jeremiah and Lamentations
Calvin .
(Crossway Classic Commentaries)
319 pp, paperback.
Isaiah
Calvin
(Crossway Classic Commentaries)
400pp, paperback, ed. Alister
McGrath & JI Packer
It is worth noting the appearance of

two further volumes of Crossway's

fine Classic Commentary series.
(Earlier volumes were reviewed in
RT174.)
Those who already have a set of
Calvin's commentaries in their
library may wonder if it is worth
investing in these edited and
abridged volumes which give only
brief summaries of Calvin's
comments on each verse. For
example, the 43 pages of Calvin on
Isaiah 40 are reduced to 7 pages in
the new edition. Some may enjoy
the abridged version for quick
reference, but the main audience
will be those who do not already
have the full commentaries and
only want a brief summary of his
arguments.

the Hebrew text, while at the same
time writing in an attractive style
and being able to convey the
humour and pithiness of the text.
(His chapter on Jael's killing of
Sisera is entitled 'A Smashing
Salvation' .) These are rare qualities
indeed in a commentary! To add to
all of that, he is practical and
relevant in his application. These
volumes are a must for all those
who plan to preach from these
books. There are scant other
resources available on this part of
Scripture, apart from perhaps
Woudstra on Joshua and David
Jackman on Judges. Yet the
readability of these volumes make
them easy to recommend to all
members of our congregations with
confidence.

Other newcomers to the 'Focus on
the Bible' series are less exciting.
Derek Prime on James and Paul
Barnett on 1 Corinthians are both
helpful, but not exceptional. Prime
reads rather like a 'Welwyn' ComJudges; Such Great Salvation
mentary (EP), and Barnett like 'The
Dale Ralph Davis
(Focus on the Bible) 227pp, paperBible Speaks Today' series (IVP).
The 'Focus on the Bible' series does
back. Christian Focus Publishers
not seem to have a set pattern or
It is good to be able to welcome the format, but is rather a gathering of
publication of these two volumes, commentaries of various types and
making them widely available in sources. These two NT volumes are
the UK. They have been in print in not of particular value to the
the USA for some time. Dale preacher. Barnett :is not clear on
Ralph Davis is a fine scholar of 1Cor12-14.

Joshua; No Falling Words
Dale Ralph Davis
(Focus on the Bible) 204 pp, paperback. Christian Focus Publishers
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